Anna Karpathakis: I'm surprised that they don't talk about how white race ideas harm whites on all levels.

Anna Karpathakis: i.e., White Supremacists are hurting themselves on this emotional/cognitive/consciousness level. Creating rifts with people, etc. on its own is very damaging in their internal worlds.

Evrick: One of my favorites that is still relevant today is Ralph Ellison's Invisible Man.

Anna Karpathakis: Individually yes, as a group, no!

Anna Karpathakis: two different definitions of racism here

Keisha Thompson: Kinda also speaks from the perspective of a man and his family is of a particular social class. So I wonder about his positionally around his definition of racism with the intersection of gender and class.

Keisha Thompson: Kinde*

Helen-Margaret Nasser: To the Kendi quote that Carlos read and Stephanie’s point - imagine the years of racist ideas that need to be challenged and undone when our students sit in front of us. They may have missed all this in their prior education, but we can and must do better.

Janine Palludan: I have to run to another meeting. Thank you so much. This was wonderful!

Paule Lafortune: Valid point Helen.

Avri Beard: Thanks so much Charles, Stephanie, Carlos, and Carlene!

Tommy Mintz: Great conversation. Thank you!

Evrick: Thank you

Kevicha Echols: Thanks for a great conversation!

Anna Karpathakis: Thank you for this. It was wonderful.

Nefer Bovea: Thank you!

Gloria Moore: Thanks